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“…Recognising the importance of national security and geostrategic interests we commit to end new direct 

public support for the international unabated fossil fuel energy sector by the end of 2022, except in limited 

circumstances clearly defined by each country consistent with a 1.5°C warming limit and the goals of the 

Paris Agreement. In this context and with a view to accelerating the phase out of our dependency on 

Russian energy, we stress the important role increased deliveries of LNG can play, and 

acknowledge that investment in this sector is necessary in response to the current crisis. In these 

exceptional circumstances, publicly supported investment in the gas sector can be appropriate as a 

temporary response, subject to clearly defined national circumstances, and if implemented in a manner 

consistent with our climate objectives and without creating lock-in effects, for example by ensuring that 

projects are integrated into national strategies for the development of low-carbon and renewable hydrogen.”
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Source: Muttitt et al., (2021). Step off the gas. International Institute for Sustainable 

Development. 



Key findings

● Signatories have an opportunity to shift at least $28 billion a year out of fossil fuels and into clean energy.

● With 6 months to go until the end of 2022 deadline, most countries and institutions still need to publish 

Glasgow-aligned policies. Export credit agencies lag behind most.

● The main implementation risk is that signatories introduce exemptions for gas support - this was already a risk and 

is now an even bigger risk because of the war in Ukraine.

● Countries and institutions generally lack concrete strategies to increase clean energy support. 

● Good practices exist: robust policies currently are in place in Denmark, the United Kingdom, at Swedfund, the 

French Development Agency, the FMO, and the EIB.

● Case studies on Ethiopia and Sri Lanka show that the Glasgow Statement can play a role in avoiding fossil fuel 

lock-in and accelerating a just energy transition in low- and middle-income countries

● Many signatories continue to provide significant domestic public finance and subsidies for fossil fuels and 

approve sizable fossil fuel expansion plans. To show integrity signatories must end domestic fossil fuel finance 

and subsidies, ban new licences for oil and gas production, and phase out fossil fuel extraction on a globally just and 

1.5°C-aligned timeline.



International energy finance trends from the 

Glasgow Statement signatories
● Canada ($11bn/yr), the United States ($3.1bn/yr), Italy ($2.8bn/yr) and Germany ($2.8bn/yr) provided most of 

the $28 billion in total fossil fuel finance between 2018 and 2020. ECAs are the source of over 80% of this support.

● Less than 1% of energy finance went to coal. This suggests that earlier coal exclusions on trade and development 

finance have had effect. Indirect coal support through financial intermediaries remains a threat.

● Most money now flows to gas projects, making up 22% of all energy finance. Past IISD analysis of G20 public 

finance to low- and middle-income countries found that most gas finance went to LNG export and power 

generation. 

● Flows to clean energy were substantially lower, at $18bn a year. Most of this finance went to wind, solar and 

energy efficiency. Only 7 out of 39 signatories provided more clean energy finance than fossil fuel finance. 

● The largest recipients of Glasgow Statement signatories’ finance were not low-income countries but rather upper-

and upper-middle-income countries for both fossil fuel and clean energy. 

● Most finance (64%) was provided in form of loans, just 0.6% was grants. This suggests that there is a need to 

prioritize grant-based financing to avoid already rising debt levels to soar even further.
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The Glasgow Statement implies ending international public support 
for unabated fossil fuels across the entire value chain



Only a handful of 
pre-existing fossil fuel 
exclusion policies match 
the Glasgow Statement’s 
requirements



Policy tools are already available to design gas exclusion 
policies

Country/
Institution

Compatibility 
with Glasgow 
Statement 

Sunset 
clauses for 
exemptions

Screening criteria for power generation
and associated infrastructure (storage and transportation)

Geographic
restrictions

Contribution to
Paris Alignment

Risk 
Assessment

Evaluation of RE
alternatives

E&S safeguards
Exclusion of 
associated

infrastructure

Swedfund (SE)
Beyond 
Glasgow

n.a. Blanket exclusion

French Development 
Agency (FR)

Beyond 
Glasgow

n.a. Blanket exclusion

Denmark (whole of 
government approach)

Compatible 2025 ● ● ● ● ● ●

FMO (NL) Compatible 2026 ● ● ● ● ● ●

United Kingdom 
(whole of government 
approach)

Compatible
No sunset 
clause ● ● ● ● ● ●



Clean energy strategy and objectives aren’t yet defined 
clearly

• Out of 15 Development Finance Institutions: 

5 have a quantified climate finance target, 3 have a quantified clean energy 

finance target 

1 has qualitative targets associated with clean energy finance priorities (e.g.

renewable energy deployment, energy access, energy efficiency)

1 one institution makes just transition support a main pillar of its strategy

• Unharmonized approaches in export credit agencies



Recommendations: what signatories should deliver on by 
COP27

Implement fossil-fuel exclusions that leave no room for any new support for the exploration, 
production, transportation, storage, refinement of coal, oil and gas, including LNG infrastructure. 

Use definitions of “limited and clearly defined exceptions” and “unabated” that do not allow for fossil 
lock-in. Long-lived gas infrastructure, including gas-fired power, should be excluded from new financing. 

Apply fossil fuel exclusions to indirect support. 

Develop concrete plans for shifting public finance from fossil fuels to clean energy and further increase 
clean energy support for a just energy transition. Develop collaborations with low- and middle-income 
signatories.



Recommendations: what signatories should deliver on by 
COP27

Secure new signatories to join the statement by COP 27.

Use vote and voice, as MDB shareholders, against new financing for fossil fuel projects

Secure oil and gas export finance restrictions at the OECD with a harmonized phase-out 
timeline by the end of 2022

Adopt a set of coherent policies at the domestic level: phase out fossil fuel subsidies, end 
ban new licenses for oil & gas production. 



Thank You!

For more information:

Emails: ldufour@iisd.org


